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About the Company

Who We Are

Xcrypto is creating the best company to develop high-tech and
innovative auto-trading AI BOTS solutions. 
 
Our core competence is in cryptocurrency trading. Incorporating
advanced trading indicators and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
decision-making tools in Xcrypto auto trading bots. 
 
The platform is quick and easy to use and accessible to all
customers, no matter what their background or level of trading
experience.



OUR EXPERTISE OR GOAL

 
Xcrypto is an algorithmic trading platform for Bitcoin and other

cryptocurrencies. 
 

Our goal is to provide traders with cloud-based automated trading
solutions powered by cutting-edge technology.

 
We provide platform for entrepreneur investor who wants to make

profit from cryptocurrencies via arbitrage trading and network
marketing.
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Text placeholder

Never miss a trade opportunity

D i s c o v e r  X c r y p t o  T o d a y



WHY - XCRYPTO.BIZ

CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING -

STRATEGY DESIGNER.

 
The strategy designer has more than 130+
indicators and candle patterns to choose from.
Advanced technical analysis to get the best buy
and sell signals.
 
Popular indicators and candle patterns are: RSI,
EMA, Parabolic Sar, CCI, Hammer, Hanged Man,
but we have many more.
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30+ Indicators
90+ Candle Patterns
Smart Interaction



 

 

 

ARBITRAGE FOR CRYPTOCURRENCY 

Those that buy into cryptocurrency normally fall into two camps: you’re
either an investor, or a trader. Investors are all about holding, making
smart, long-term plays that they hope will pay off, eventually.
 
Traders are a slightly different breed. A little more fast-paced, a touch
riskier. Traders tend to use a lot more tricks to generate profit in the
short-term. One of the oldest techniques is arbitrage.
 
Arbitrage is super simple, and has been utilised for decades on the
stock market. Let’s dive in an explore exactly what it is.

I T 'S  GETT ING  TOUGHER  TO  EFFECT IVELY  MAKE  PROFITS  THROUGH

ARBITRAGE
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You invest in us, we invest in you.

WE ONLY OFFER THE SERVICE YOU DESERVE.



 

BENEFITS OF BECOMING REPRESENTATIVE

 

 

 In today's economy, finding a new job or a second source of income might be nearly
impossible. Starting your own business from home might be the better choice. Being the
entrepreneur of a small company can be hard at first. However, by utilising
multi marketing techniques, ONE can earn cash, build relationships, and assist others
succeed as independent agents. 
 
We are creating a system of rewarding people who contribute to sale of products or
provision of services. In the Multi level marketing method people contributing to sale are
those who recommend a purchase directly from a particular company.
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XCRYPTO COIN
XCC COIN

 
XCC coin is an open source, global
network that is fully
decentralised without any central
authorities. 
 
XCC coin brings users together in
a global community that allows them to
use the XCC coin cryptocurrency.
Essentially cryptocurrencies are
protocols that allow the validation of
transactions without the need of a third
party such as banks, credit card
companies or escrow agents.

Xcrypto is excited to announce that we’ve offering
XCC coin to all investors of the same value they have
invested in Xcrypto Arbitrage Trading packages. In
this way all investors can profit in 2 ways: 
Daily passive profits of up to 2.5% Monday to Friday
from our crypto arbitrage trading AI bots.
And appreciated in the coin price over a period of
time. 
 
XCC coin rate = $ 0.10
XCC coin supply = 840 million
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XCC COIN
XCC Coin Works On  Proof Of Ownership...

The only way to earn XCC coins is to purchase XCrypto Biz    

You will be daily getting XCC coins monday to friday based on the trading percentages .. 

we have introduced the concept of halving rewards every few weeks i.e every few weeks

the number of coins which you will be getting for a XCrypto Biz package purchase will

reduce by exactly 50 % as difficulty levels will double there by doubling the value of the

coin !

The time duration between different halvings will depend on the demand and supply ratio

and a complex mathematical formula which at this point in time we would like to keep

private !

Halving 1 : 10 Cents , Halving 2 : 20 Cents, Halving 3 : 40 Cents like And so On...

Note : This is just an estimate as time period between different halvings is a variable factor

which cannot be predetermined...



XCRYPTO BOTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traders specialists have created exclusive
arbitrage trading software using artificial
intelligence system called AI Bots. All users can
simultaneously monitor every seconds trades
through their own back office.

XCRYPTO DAILY INCOME
From monday to friday you will earn from your
investment up to 2.5% for 200 days.
 
Total goal 400 %* of investment.
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XCRYPTO PACKAGES
 

USD 100 - STARTER

USD 250 - TRADER

USD 500 - PROTRADER

USD 1000 - EXUCUTIVE
TRADER

USD 2500 - TYCOON

USD 5000 - TYCOON
PLUS TRADER

USD 10000 - PREMIUM
TRADER

USD 25000 - INFINITY
TRADER

USD 50000 - SUPREME
TRADER

USD 100000 - KING
TRADER



XCRYPTO PACKAGE DETAILS 

PACKAGE USD BONUS COINS

1 -   STARTER 
 2 -   TRADER

3 -   PROTRADER

4 -   EXUCUTIVE TRADER

5 -   TYCOON

6 -   TYCOON PLUS TRADER

7 -   PREMIUM TRADER

8 -   INFINITY TRADER

9 -   SUPREME TRADER

10 -   KING TRADER

$ 100  

$ 500  
$ 1000  

$ 2500  

$ 5000  
$ 10000  
$ 25000  
$ 50000  

$ 100000  

$ 250  

90 % 

80 %
70 %

60 %

10 %
20 %

30 %

40 %

50 %

5 % 525 XCC

1375 XCC

3000 XCC

37500 XCC

80000 XCC

212500 XCC

450000 XCC

950000 XCC

17500 XCC

6500 XCC



REFERRAL BONUS

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE REFERRAL BONUS IS 6% OF DIRECT REFERRAL INVESTMENT 

BOT - 100 = $ 6 BONUS

BOT - 250 =$ 15 BONUS

BOT - 500 = $ 30 BONUS

BOT - 1000 =$60 BONUS 

BOT - 2500 = $ 150 BONUS

BOT - 5000 = $300 BONUS

BOT -10000 = $600 BONUS

BOT - 25000 = $1500 BONUS

BOT - 50000 =$3000 BONUS

BOT - 100000 =$6000 BONUS
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6 % Referral bonus is paid on first investment of referral and all other future upgrades.



HLDC 2020

BINARY BONUS 

 

 

 

 Receive 10% of the daily volume on your smaller leg  ( 1 point = 1 USD) 

LEFT
 21000 POINT

RIGHT
11000 POINT

PAY OUT = USD 1100
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UNILEVEL BONUS

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAR 1 -   1000  -   1 LEVEL
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You can earn 2% of your entire network and create your regular income,
where each star reached more levels you win.

RANKS POINTS LEVELS RANKS

STAR 2 -   4000  -   2 LEVEL

STAR 3 -   20000  -   3 LEVEL

STAR 4 -   50000  -   4 LEVEL

STAR 5 -   200,000  -  5 LEVEL

STAR 6 -   500,000  -   6 LEVEL + BONUS

STAR 7 -   1,500,000  -   7 LEVEL +BONUS

STAR 8 -   3,000,000  -   8 LEVEL + BONUS

STAR 10 -   10,000,000  -   10 LEVEL + BONUS

STAR 9 -   5,000,000  -   9 LEVEL + BONUS

POINTS LEVELS BONUS



 
IMPORTANT TERMS AND

CONDITIONS

Minimum withdrawal amount is 100 dollars.

All withdrawal are processed in 24-72 hours during working days.

Withdrawal request fees is 5%.

Referral commissions are calculated instantly and binary commissions are

calculated ones everyday at 00.00 GMT.

The limit of BINARY is your OWN PACKAGE. Example: You are on $500

package so maximum you can earn in daily binary is $500.

Upgrades can only be made by paying the higher package amount from

your package to the next higher package.

Any type of income will only be credited up to 400% of your total package

purchase amount. WWW.XCRYPTO.BIZ
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